AB86 (About Students) Regional Consortium (Fall 2014)
The Regional Consortium is creating a GAP analysis of adult education and community college services. The analysis will be submitted back to consortium and the chancellor’s office. Funds from the state will reimburse the college for this time. Compensation at Group 1, Step 3 of the Faculty Hourly Salary Schedule.

Reible, Carla – Total amount to be paid not to exceed $1,473.50

Blue Goose (Fall 2014)
Commission special arrangement to be performed by RCC Jazz Ensemble at the Next Generation Jazz Festival, January 2015.

Megas, Alexander – Paid as lump sum upon completion in the amount of $444.00

Boom Ninja Video Game (Fall 2014)
Faculty member will upgrade the Boom Ninja video game to make it compatible with the newest version of Unity software and enhance the game user experience for mobile application deployment. This process involves resolving software conflicts, migrating game controls from PC keyboard to mobile devise, testing the game on a mobile platform and troubleshooting as required. Compensation at Group 1, Step 3 of the Faculty Hourly Salary Schedule.

Finley, James – Total amount to be paid not to exceed $4,715.20

California Acceleration Project (CAP) Community of Practice – English and Math (Fall 2014)
Participants will meet periodically to share experiences about developmental accelerated courses and to implement best practices learned from each other and from attending the California Acceleration Project Community of Practice. Compensation at Group 1, Step 3 of the Faculty Hourly Salary Schedule.

Cueto, Rosalia – Total amount to be paid not to exceed $471.52
Smith, Kendall – Total amount to be paid not to exceed $471.52
Stevenson, Kathryn – Total amount to be paid not to exceed $471.52
Wright, Brenee – Total amount to be paid not to exceed $471.52

California Acceleration Project (CAP) Community of Practice – English and Math (Spring 2015)
Participants will meet periodically to share experiences about developmental accelerated courses and to implement best practices learned from each other and from attending the California Acceleration Project Community of Practice. Compensation at Group 1, Step 3 of the Faculty Hourly Salary Schedule.

Cueto, Rosalia – Total amount to be paid not to exceed $353.64
Smith, Kendall – Total amount to be paid not to exceed $353.64
Stevenson, Kathryn – Total amount to be paid not to exceed $353.64
Wright, Brenee – Total amount to be paid not to exceed $353.64

CTA Summer Session Workload (Summer 2014)
CTA Grievance and Vice President duties including meetings, memos, membership outreach, e-mails, phone calls, organizational planning (Revised from original request submitted on June 17, 2014 to reflect correct amount to be paid). Compensation at Group 1, Step 3 of the Faculty Hourly Salary Schedule.

Sellick, Mark – Total amount to be paid not to exceed $1,168.80
CTA Summer Session Workload (Summer 2014)
CTA Presidential duties including meetings, memos, membership outreach, e-mails, phone calls, organizational planning (Revised from original request submitted on June 17, 2014 to reflect correct amount to be paid). Compensation at Group 1, Step 3 of the Faculty Hourly Salary Schedule.
    Haghighat, Dariush – Total amount to be paid not to exceed $1,168.80

English Discipline Assessment Meeting, ENG 80/50/1A for Part-Time Faculty (Fall 2014)
English instructors will meet for three hours to develop, pilot tests, norm, and score the fall assessment project that combines English 50, 80, & 1A. Compensation at Group 1, Step 1 of the Faculty Hourly Salary Schedule.
    Bond, Andrew – Total amount to be paid not to exceed $146.79
    Sonico, Melissa – Total amount to be paid not to exceed $146.79

Game Development Workshops (Fall 2014)
Coordinate up to two, one-day game development workshops for high school students. Responsibilities include: development of marketing and workshop materials; recruitment of student volunteers and staff; identify necessary facilities; and serve as the coordinator and MC for the event. Deliverable: 1) Written report about workshops’ effectiveness in raising students’ awareness and interests to want to pursue careers in game development and 2) T&E. Compensation at Group 1, Step 3 of the Faculty Hourly Salary Schedule.
    Finley, James – Total amount to be paid not to exceed $4,715.20

Kinetic Conversations (Fall 2014)
    Garner, Wynsha – Paid as lump sum upon completion in the amount of $575.00

RCC Communication Studies Intramural Speech Tournament (Fall 2014)
Judging for tournament.
    Carroll, Marian – Paid as lump sum upon completion in the amount of $100.00
    Deets, Kristin – Paid as lump sum upon completion in the amount of $100.00
    Dhaliwal, Kudra – Paid as lump sum upon completion in the amount of $100.00
    Nafzgar, Sara – Paid as lump sum upon completion in the amount of $100.00
    Newman, Ronald – Paid as lump sum upon completion in the amount of $100.00
Norris, Windy – Paid as lump sum upon completion in the amount of $100.00
Parsley, Martie – Paid as lump sum upon completion in the amount of $100.00
Salyer, Kim – Paid as lump sum upon completion in the amount of $100.00

Recruitment and advising for Math 37 (Fall 2014)
Classroom visits and orientation sessions for promotion and recruitment of students into Math 37.
Meetings with students to ensure the course is a proper fit for students’ needs.
Soto, Salvador – Paid as lump sum upon completion in the amount of $1,473.50

Seasoned (Spring 2015)
Commission special arrangement to be performed by RCC Jazz Ensemble at the RCC Jazz Festival, May 2015.
Megas, Alexander – Paid as lump sum upon completion in the amount of $444.00

Student Film Festival, Perkins 3.0 (Fall 2014)
Critiquing, evaluation and judging of student films.
McLean, Jack – Paid as lump sum upon completion in the amount of $1,000.00

Title V Grant Project at BCTC (Winter 2015)
Coordination and evaluation of grant project activities at Ben Clark Training Center.
Quinto-MacCallum, Bonavita – Paid as lump sum upon completion in the amount of $3,536.40

Title V Portal to Your Future Grant Implementation Team (Fall 2014)
Lead outreach and marketing efforts to promote Game Development Program to high school
students in the region. Responsibilities include: coordinate visitations to high schools, organize
open house and tours of lab facilities, game tournaments, participate in workshops, assist with
redesign of Game Dev website, work with consultants to promote the program via social media.
Compensation at Group 1, Step 3 of the Faculty Hourly Salary Schedule.
Perry, Judy – Total amount to be paid not to exceed $7,072.80